Brookline Avenue and Route 9 Crossing
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Proposed Solution
1. Redesign of Netherlands Rd. and Parkway Rd. to redirect traffic and to include a two way bike path

2. The Emerald Necklace Paths have no safe crossing at Brookline Ave.

Proposed Solution
4. Adding both an at grade crossing and a raised crossing to allow cyclists and pedestrians to cross Rt. 9.

3. The paths end at the Riverway off ramp and do not begin again until south of Rt. 9.

Proposed Solution:
2. Addition of a specific lane and stop light for cyclists and pedestrians crossing Brookline Ave.

4. No safe crossing exists for cyclists and pedestrians to cross Rt. 9.

3. Closure of the Riverway off ramp and a redesign of River Road to allow easier crossing of this road by cyclists and pedestrians.